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Abstract: The present deliverable presents the set of contributions of the DOCTOR project that
target orchestration mechanisms of virtualized NDN components for either security or
performance purposes. Orchestrated security mechanisms are related to (1) proactive
mechanisms which aims at enabling a whole virtualized network to move into a safe state
according to a given set of vulnerabilities that have been previously detected, and (2) reactive
mechanisms, based on an orchestration engine, which enables the dynamic enforcement of
security policies specified in a TOSCA specification. To illustrate these policy enforcements, we
consider the case of Content Poisoning Attack detection. We first present a correlation engine
which allow, on the basis of micro-detector alerts exposed in Task 2 of the project, to infer attack
occurrences and alerts orchestration components accordingly. Then we present the specification
of three dedicated policies targeting virtual network function (VNF) reconfiguration, dynamic
spawn of novel VNF and scale-out operations. As for orchestration for performance issues, we
present the fine splitting of an NDN monolithic node into micro-functions mainly targeting the
content store, forwarding information base and the pending interest table. Given an overall microservice orchestration engine, we show to what extent this emerging architecture exhibits satisfying
performances.
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1 Introduction
Grounded by the identification of software weaknesses in NDN components, virtualization flaws
and denial of service attacks, altogether identified and resolved through detection or vulnerabilities
analysis in Task 2 of the DOCTOR project, Task 3 aims at designing novel mechanisms whose
purpose is to enable an NDN virtual network deployed over an NFV infrastructure to maintain a
satisfying level of operation, although events, mainly related to security (but also to performance
issues) occur. To that aim, the core component, which both collects feedback from the virtual
network as well as the underlying infrastructure and can act on any deployed component
accordingly, relies in the orchestrator engine. The latter especially stands for the core of the
contributions of subtask T3.2 of the DOCTOR project and the present deliverable presents the set
of contributions that target orchestration mechanisms of virtualized NDN components for either
security or performance purposes.
More specifically, orchestrated security mechanisms are related to (1) proactive mechanisms
which aims at enabling a whole virtualized network to move into a safe state according to a given
set of vulnerabilities that have been previously detected, and (2) reactive mechanisms, based on
an ad-hoc orchestration engine implemented from scratch, which enables the dynamic
enforcement of security policies specified in a TOSCA specification. To illustrate these policy
enforcements, we consider the case of Content Poisoning Attack detection. We first present a
correlation engine which allow, on the basis of micro-detector alerts exposed in Task 2 of the
project, to infer attack occurrences and alerts orchestration components accordingly. Then we
present the specification of three dedicated policies targeting virtual network function (VNF)
reconfiguration, dynamic spawn of novel VNF and scale-out operations. As for orchestration for
performance issues, we present the fine splitting of an NDN monolithic node into micro-functions
mainly targeting the Content Store, Forwarding Information Base and the Pending Interest Table.
Given an overall micro-service orchestration engine, we show to what extent this emerging
architecture exhibits satisfying performances.
Consequently, the present deliverable is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the set of
contributions which are related to security orchestration. We especially present the mechanisms
which enable the implementation of remediations due to software vulnerabilities in section 2.1,
while in section 2.2, we present those that enable the mitigation of Content Poisoning Attack. In
section 3, we rather focus on performance enhancement of NDN virtual networks by depicting the
design and implementation of micro-services for NDN and their orchestration through a dedicated
engine. Finally, section 4 draws some conclusion on this entire part of the DOCTOR project
contributions and provides some insights for future work.

2 Orchestration of security mechanisms
In this section, we present all the results the DOCTOR project collected from the implementation
of an NFV-MANO for NDN whose main purpose are related to security issues that could occur
either at the infrastructure level, thus requiring remediation mechanisms, or within the NDN virtual
network, thus requiring an automated control loop involving orchestration components. For a sake
of clarity, we first present the overall operation of our orchestration components, which partially
overlap the content of D3.1 but also brings some updates collected through implementation
feedback. Secondly, we detail the implementation of components related to remediation
enforcements. Thirdly, we present the different mitigation solutions we have implemented, with a
particular focus on the CPA attack.
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2.1 Background on orchestration processes
As specified in the deliverable 3.1 of the DOCTOR project, we remind here that an NFV approach
for NDN networks needs to: (1) provide a simple and intuitive way to specify and think NDN
services, (2) design and implement a runtime system with enough built- in automation to ease and
shorten NDN service deployment and management, and (3) offers sufficient interoperability with
existing frameworks to ease its adoption by stakeholders. Consequently, we remind the overall
architecture designed to cope with these requirements in Figure 1. It strictly follows the ETSI
reference architecture specification [8] and considers Docker, a well-adopted and efficient solution,
as the core technology for the Network Functions Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI). As an
encapsulation strategy for the NDN data-plane traffic, it considers VXLAN, thus making the NFVI
agnostic to the carried traffic nature and thus enabling it to carry both NDN and IP traffic.
Consequently, the Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM) in charge of controlling and managing the
NFVI compute, storage, and network resources, does not need to be extended to support NDN
traffic. Hence, we have selected Docker Swarm as a ready-to-use technology.

Figure 1: overall NFV architecture for the DOCTOR project

2.1.1 NDN TOSCA profile and policies
To provide a human friendly service specification of an NDN virtual network, we leverage TOSCA,
an OASIS standard language initially defined to describe cloud workloads as a topology template.
TOSCA provides concepts like composition and requirements that allow to quickly describe how
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a service will be deployed, configured and managed over its life-cycle. Our choice to embrace
TOSCA is motivated by its extendibility and by its wide adoption as the Domain-Specific Language
in major NFV deployment and operation projects.
Our TOSCA profile extends the OASIS simple profile for NFV to consider NDN features, thus
providing some base types for modeling an end-to-end NDN service deployment and operational
behavior. Basically, a TOSCA specification provides the following base nodes and policies to
construct a service topology: Virtual Deployment Unit (VDU), VNF, Virtual Link (VL), Connection
Point (CP), Forwarding Path and policies. In our case, we reuse the three following standard nodes
without any modification: VDU, VL and CP to model a virtualized NDN network, as they relate only
to the infrastructure layer which is NDN agnostic. To model the forwarding elements of a virtualized
NDN network, the TOSCA nodes for VNF, Forwarding Path and TOSCA policies have been
extended.
Our VNF node includes configuration parameters that represent the set of NDN prefixes to be
announced as well as the status of a signature verification module in an NDN router. We have
also included additional information in the VNF node to consider specific properties of particular
NDN components such as, for instance, the NDN prefixes that must be denied/blocked by an NDN
firewall. Secondly, the Forwarding Path specification has also been extended to capture the list of
VNFs that a particular set of NDN packets will follow. As NDN uses prefixes to classify Interest
packets instead of standard L3 and L2 source and destination addresses, our Forwarding Path
specification is defined based on either the forwarder or the NDN prefix which is added as a
Forwarding Path policy.
Our NDN TOSCA extension enables the specification policies modelled with Event-ConditionAction (ECA) rules that apply dynamically during service runtime. The NDN TOSCA profile
includes two types of policies which deal with dynamic re-configuration operations and scale-out.
The configuration policy allows to dynamically change the state of an NDN node, such as the
enforcement of signature verification to be applied on Data packets, which is called the signature
verification policy. Each policy includes the identifiers of the target VNF as policy enforcement
points and the event which triggers this action, which is, in the case of security policies, an alert
issued by a detection engine. As a second example of dynamic reconfiguration policy, one can
consider the update of the white and black list of an NDN firewall. In a way similar to the signature
verification policy, it specifies the target firewall and the content prefix specified in an event which
induces the configuration update. Finally, we have defined a scaleout policy which allows any NDN
routing component to be dynamically replicated as soon as the PIT size of a given NDN router
crosses a given threshold. This generates a dedicated event which triggers the countermeasure.
Indeed, the PIT size is a good indicator of the routing load of a node since it stands for the number
of Interests that have been forwarding without having received a Data packet in return; as such it
stands for the stateful component of an NDN router that can lead to resource exhaustion.

2.1.2 Content aware components
The methodology we followed has consisted in solely extending or redesigning the MANO
components which need NDN awareness, without diverting them from their initial purpose. These
are the VNF Manager (VNFM) and the NFV Orchestrator (NFVO). They are extensively described
in the context of the deployment and management of an NDN virtual network.
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2.1.2.1 NDN VNFs
In our architecture, VNFs are dockerized applications, which include an NDN router and an NDN
firewall. As several security components are not implemented in the official NDN distribution, we
have implemented some specific security components for an NDN router. A monitoring probe has
been developed and integrated into each NDN VNF to collect different NDN metrics and then,
correlates to potentially identify anomalies or potential attacks [9]. Besides, another security
middle-box dedicated to signature verification, proposed in [7], has also been integrated. Each
time the module receives a Data packet, it checks if it has a known KeyLocator and in that case,
it performs a signature verification. Depending on the content management rules and the
verification result, the module either drops the packet or forwards it to subsequent nodes. The
standard NDN Forwarding Daemon (NFD) does not support dynamic appending of filtering rules
to perform Interest packet filtering (e.g. spam filter). Although NFD could be modified to install
filtering functions, that may cause significant performance degradations. In addition, this function
is not mandatory for all of the routers since it is only relevant for edge nodes in a given topology.
Consequently, we considered a standalone NDN firewall as a VNF whose presentation can be
found in [10]. This firewall can be easily configured by our orchestration solution to append or
delete filtering rules.

2.1.2.2 NFVO
In the context of NDN, the NFVO main functionalities must be rethought to take into consideration
the features of this new paradigm. These features include the utilization of prefixes instead of
traditional L2 and L3 addresses for flow classification, as well as internal information such as FIB,
PIT and the embedded cache in each NDN router. To integrate them, we have designed and
implemented a dedicated NFVO which includes two main blocks: a TOSCA parser and an
Orchestration engine. The TOSCA parser reads TOSCA templates and creates an in-memory
graph of TOSCA nodes and their relationships. The graph is then passed it to the Orchestration
engine. In the Orchestration engine, the NDN engine centralizes the NDN knowledge of the NFVO,
which generally represents the routines and instructions that allow the NFVO to deal with NDN
key concepts, such as Interest and Data packets. More specifically, when it receives the inmemory graph of TOSCA nodes, the NDN engine extracts the forwarding information defined in
the Forwarding path and it translates it into NDN routing configuration for each VNF. This includes
the NDN prefix, the address of the next hop and the port number of the NDN application (e.g.
NFD, NDN firewall or signature verification module). Besides the initial configuration defined in the
deployment specification of an NDN TOSCA profile, the NFVO also considers actions to perform
from NDN’s TOSCA policies. Hence, the NDN routing configuration can include other information
such as an action to enforce or a forwarding strategy of the NDN prefix. The possible actions are:
add, update and remove.

2.1.2.3 VNF Configuration Management
The VNFM is responsible for the life-cycle management of VNF instances. In the context of NDN,
the VNFM is extended to forward all specific NDN configurations (e.g. the NDN prefix-based
routing information, the NDN prefix to be blocked in NDN firewall, etc.) from the NFVO to NDN
VNFs. It is also extended to receive notifications from the different Element Managers (EM), which
are the internal components responsible for all management purposes in a NDN VNF. The latter
can issue notification when an NDN configuration is fully applied or an NDN attack is detected. To
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that aim, an EM leverages the NFD management protocol1 to configure an NDN router.
Specifically, the EM retrieves the list of faces, the list of entries in the FIB and the forwarding
strategy via the Status Dataset of the NFD management protocol. Afterward, the EM compares
the information with the configuration that needs to be applied and, depending on the action of the
configuration (add/update/remove), it performs the necessary modifications thanks to the Control
Command of NFD management protocol. In addition, the EM also includes a local controller unit
(Local Controller) which represents a local point of control and embeds security applications that
allow it to detect NDN attacks locally. In case of an attack, it issues notifications towards the VNFM.

2.1.3 Content-Oriented Orchestration
Given the static description of ICN-aware MANO components provided above, we now explain
the two main orchestration processes that are performed by the NFVO which are the deployment
automation of an NDN virtual network and the dynamic enforcement of policies, leading to
reconfiguration operations for performance or security purposes.

2.1.3.1 Deployment automation and dynamic configuration of functions
Firstly, the VIM deploys a management network to ensure the communication between VNFs and
the VNFM, followed by the deployment of VNFM’s container connecting to this network. Once the
VNFM is deployed, it receives the different configurations from the NFVO to deploy VLs and VNFs
and it forwards them to the EM. Using the NFD management protocol, each EM retrieves the list
of faces in NFD and verifies if its related NFD already has a face to the next-hop, if not, it creates
a new one. Next, each EM updates the routes for prefixes in the FIB by taking care of potential
already existing entries. Each EM also considers the forwarding strategy of NDN for the different
prefixes such as best-route, multicast or round-robin, which can be configured using the Strategy
Choice of NFD management protocol. One issue that can occur at this stage is that the connection
between VNFs may not be ready when the router finishes to receives its NDN configuration from
the VNFM. To solve this issue, periodically, each EM verifies the FIB of its related NDN router to
ensure that the NFD process already considers the configuration received from the VNFM and it
proceeds to a reconfiguration if needed. As such, each EM operates as a self-healing configuration
service that allows reconfiguring the VNF if the NFD process crashes.
Triggered by an event defined in the TOSCA policies, the NFVO can also dynamically reconfigure
any virtualized NDN function with a process which is similar to the deployment. The different
reconfigurations include all updates of the prefixes to block in an NDN firewall, the activation of a
signature verification module and the update of the NDN routing configuration in NDN routers.

2.1.3.2 Scale-out
Scaling-out a service is an essential feature for a MANO architecture to guarantee the
performance and network throughput. A scale-out operation must allow dynamic provisioning of
additional NDN routing resources and the service chaining must be adapted consequently. To
ease the understanding, we illustrate it in the context of a router SV-Router which performs
signature verification and whose load becomes consequently high. SV-Router periodically sends
the number of entities in its PIT to the VNFM which in turn forwards it to the NFVO. Whenever a
given threshold is crossed, the NFVO commands VIM and NFVI to scale-out the VNF containers
1

https://redmine.named-data.net/projects/nfd/wiki/Management
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to a specified number of replicas which is defined in the TOSCA profile. Once the deployment of
the related virtualized network (VXLAN tunnel) and the VDU are finished, the VNFM retrieves the
current configuration of the original SV- Router, which mainly consist of NDN routing information
and sends the configuration to the replica of SV-Router. After the NFVO has been informed that
the configuration phase in a replica is finished, it instructs the downstream router of SV-Router to
add a route to the replica. Finally, the forwarding strategy in this node is changed to robin-round
which allows balancing the load into the different replicas of the SV-Router. As the scale-out
process is performed progressively, it ensures that there is no downtime during the operation and
the network continues to provide the service without any disruption.

2.2 Implementation of remediations
In our MANO architecture, an additional set of components, entitled MMT-Cyberbercaptor, are in
charge of the remediations enforcement. The latter mainly occur when a threat due to a software
vulnerability has been detected. The MMT-Cyberbercaptor system is a loosely coupled one,
relying solely on a defined REST API and few XML and JSON data formats, which are described
in the D3.1 deliverable.
CyberCAPTOR is composed of two sub-components:
• cybercaptor-server: the attack graph and remediation computation engine;
• cyber-data-extract: the interface to external systems.
In order to perform the MMT–Cybercaptor integration, cyber-data-extract is configured in order to
process in push mode.
The MMT controller, maintaining a global view over both the physical and virtual networks, is able
to provide the information regarding topology and deployed VNFs required by CyberCAPTOR.
Consequently, upon system initialization and updates, it is able to generate the XML-encoded
topology information and to push it to the cyber-data-extract REST API. This has the effect of
triggering the computation of an updated view of the system threats modelized as an attack graph.
Upon computation completion, the updated version of the attack graph, attack paths and
remediations is available to client applications, which are able to request it through usage of the
cybercaptor-server REST API.
The threats and associated remediations are requested by the MMT controller as described in the
following figure. The operator can perform actions accordingly to the presented information.
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Figure 2: MMT - Cybercaptor iteration loop

This iterative security process performed by the MMT-CyberCaptor system provides a dynamic
vulnerability detection capability to the DOCTOR MANO architecture, based on application of the
Mulval rules set defined for virtualized environments to pertinent snapshots of the DOCTOR
platform.
One of the main contributions in DOCTOR, is the generation of the topology.xml file by MMT
Controller. This generation is done each time something changes in the studied network. More
details are provided in the next subsection.

2.2.1 Topology generation by MMT
To achieve proposed objectives, the MMT tool has been adapted by Montimage to consider the
different constraints and data format2 accepted by CyberCaptor Attack Path Engine and especially
2 The CyberCaptor Attack Path Engine has 2 inputs: the network topology file and the Nessus
scanner file. MMT generates the XML topology file following the XML schema described in the
appendix 8.1.
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the topology description format. The following architecture provides the internal modules of MMT
involved to generate the topology file in an XML format. This file is one of the inputs of CyberCaptor
tool.

Figure 3: MMT architecture adaptations

The new MMT architecture includes the following blocks:
• Traffic analysis module: This data extractor/classifier and analyser allows discovering
protocols and services active in the monitored network. Notice that this block is able to
process network traffic of up to 1 Gbps (for larger bandwidth, another solution based on
DPDK is available).
• IPTABLES analysis: This block allows discovering the network topology by analysing
IPTABLES rules, as well as the access control rules, deployed in the network. It is also
possible to discover the network topology by analysing the TOSCA file used by the
DOCTOR orchestrator to deploy the network.
• MMT Correlator: This module allows comparing the detected data provided by the two
previous modules with the data stored in a dedicated Mongo database. If any changes are
detected (e.g., including new hosts, new access control rules), the Cyber-Captor Attack
Path Connector is notified.
• CyberCaptor connector: This connector allows generating the topology file input for CyberCaptor tool based on the data collected in the Mongo database.

2.2.2 Topology determination
To be able to determine the network topology and extract different access control rules that are
applied in the context the studied network, MMT uses a new library that has been integrated to its
nodejs based server. This library is called node-IPTABLES (https://github.com/pkrumins/nodeiptables). This library is intended for controlling IPTABLES rules and provides the possibility of
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listing these rules. Parsing the JSON format of these rules allows building a relevant part of the
information needed in the topology XML file used by the CyberCaptor tool. Here is an example
usage:
var iptables = require('iptables');
exports.list = function(chain, cb) {
var rule = {
list: true,
chain: chain,
action: '-L',
sudo: true
}
};

The generated JSON contains an array of rules, as follows:
[ { parsed:
{ packets: '0',
bytes: '0',
target: 'ACCEPT',
protocol: 'tcp',
opt: '--',
in: '*',
out: '*',
src: '10.1.1.5',
dst: '0.0.0.0/0' },
raw: '0
0 ACCEPT tcp

--

*

*

10.1.1.5

0.0.0.0/0

tcp dpt:34567' } ]

2.2.3 Event correlation module
MMT tool was adapted to correlate events relying on properties described in a Finite State
Machine (FSM) format extended with variables and timers. This adaptation introduced flexibility
and scalability in a web-based environment since it relies on the concept that “everything is based
on events”.
The MMT probe (including both the network traffic and the IPTABLES analysis parts) allows
capturing relevant events and publishing them in the MMT Bus (also called MMT channel). The
correlation module subscribes to some specific events according to the correlation properties it
wants to solve. This correlation module also saves the current status of the network at each time
in a Mongo database. Each time a new protocol, service or host is detected from traffic analysis,
it triggers a change notification event that is intercepted by the CyberCaptor Connector module to
generate a new XML topology file. This will also trigger the launching of Nessus scanner to check
that it detects this new feature in the network. Note that any unforeseen inconsistencies between
Nessus and MMT results are not solved at this stage of the integration work. The following Figure
illustrates the global architecture defined in DOCTOR.
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Figure 4: Updated monitoring architecture

2.2.4 Topology (description) format generated by MMT
The main goal of the XML topology file is to describe the network topology, all hosts and their
network configuration. Each host can have several network interfaces which can be in different
VLAN’s. The routing and filtering information attached to each host allows computing the network
topology (packet route in the network, filtered packets, position of firewalls…). This information is
collected automatically by MMT probes on hosts by observing the network interfaces, the routing
and firewalling configurations. The CyberCaptor connector module considers the data stored in
the Mongo database to generate this XML topology file. Notice that the stored data has the same
JSON format hierarchy making the generation of the file straightforward.

2.2.4.1 Description of all fields (XML tags)
•

Topo : The <Topo> tag is used by the Attack Graph Engine and its Web Application in
order to define Host Access Control Lists (HACL) for network and interconnectivity
configuration. HACL (host ip source, host ip destination, protocol, port) contains four fields.
The objective of this HACL is to define the authorization access from the source to the
destination by giving the protocol and the port. When we want to express all port, we
indicate ‘_’.
Example:
<hacl> hacl (internet, '192.168.240.200', tcp, 80) </hacl>

•

This <hacl> tag indicates that all machines from the Internet can access the host
“192.168.240.200” by using the protocol TCP and the port 80. This is often the case with
the web servers.
Domains: The <domains> tag defines all VLAN’s found on the audited system. This tag is
used especially by the Visualization Framework.
Example:
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<domains>
<Servers>172.26.1.1</Servers>
<Internet>Internet</Internet>
<Users>172.26.2.1</Users>
</domains>
Here we have three VLAN’s: Servers, Internet and Users. The VLAN Servers contains one host
configured with address 172.26.1.1.
•
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Machine: The following tags are defined in the father Machine tag and contain all the
attributes related to a given machine of the topology. Each <machine> tag is related to a
specific host. This father machine tag is used by the Remediation. This information is
necessary to compute the solutions proposed by the Remediation tool.
Name
Type: String
Usage: Contains the name of a host
CPE (optional)
Type: String
Usage: Contains the CPE (Common Platform Enumeration) of the OS of the host. It can
be used to find the related vulnerabilities.
Interfaces - Interface
These XML tags contain all the attributes related to an interface of a machine. Each
<interface> tag is related to a specific network interface.
Name
Type: String
Usage: Contains the name of this interface
VLAN - Name (Optional)
Type: String
Usage: Contains the name of the VLAN attached to this interface
VLAN – Label (Optional)
Type: String
Usage: Contains the label of the VLAN attached to this interface
IPaddress
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the IP address of this interface
Directly-Connected – Ipaddress (Optional)
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the IP address of the interfaces that are directly accessible to this
interface. If the VLANs are defined for all the Interfaces of the topology, this information
will be computed automatically.
Routes - Route
These XML tags contain the routing table attached to each host. Each <route> tag contains
a route of the routing table. Each host needs at least a route containing its default gateway
(0.0.0.0/0.0.0.0).
Destination
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the destination network address of the route
Mask
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Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the network mask of the destination network
Gateway
Type: String
Usage: Contains the IP address of the gateway to take for this route (next hop)
Interface
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the interface of the host to use for this route
Input-Firewall
This XML tag contains the input firewall table attached to each host.
Default-policy
Type: ALLOW/DENY
Usage: Contains the default policy of the input firewall table, selected if no firewall line
match.
Firewall rule (Optional)
This XML tag contains one line of the input firewall table.
Protocol
Type: String: TCP/UDP/ANY
Usage: Contains the network flow protocol to match for this firewall line.
Source IP
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the source network address to match for this firewall line
Source Mask
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the source network mask to match for this firewall line
Source Port
Type: integer or ANY
Usage: Contains the source port to match for this firewall line
Destination IP
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the destination network address to match for this firewall line
Destination Mask
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the destination network mask to match for this firewall line
Destination Port
Type: integer or ANY
Usage: Contains the destination port to match for this firewall line
Action
Type: ACCEPT / DROP
Usage: Contains the action to do if a packet match this firewall line
Output-Firewall
This XML tag contains the output firewall table attached to each host.
Default-policy
Type: ALLOW/DENY
Usage: Contains the default policy of the output firewall table, selected if no firewall line
match.
Firewall rule (Optional)
This XML tag contains one line of the output firewall table.
Protocol
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Type: String: TCP/UDP/ANY
Usage: Contains the network flow protocol to match for this firewall line.
Source IP
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the source network address to match for this firewall line
Source Mask
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the source network mask to match for this firewall line
Source Port
Type: integer or ANY
Usage: Contains the source port to match for this firewall line
Destination IP
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the destination network address to match for this firewall line
Destination Mask
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the destination network mask to match for this firewall line
Destination Port
Type: integer or ANY
Usage: Contains the destination port to match for this firewall line
Action
Type: ACCEPT / DROP
Usage: Contains the action to do if a packet match this firewall line

2.2.5 Remediation application
CyberCaptor is a component of the NFVO that performs a proactive security analysis based on
the TOSCA description. Upon DOCTOR initialization, this information is supplied to the TOSCA
processing part: it is parsed and translated to CyberCaptor XML input format. CyberCaptor is then
invoked, computing the possible attack paths, and the possible responses.
They are served to clients on the CyberCaptor RESTful API in JSON format by index. Attack paths
and proposed responses are numbered identically.
The different kinds of responses that may be part of an attack path response computed by
CyberCaptor in response to a threat are of the following types:
• applying a patch
• changing a container deployment
• deploying security oriented VNF (in order to either block an attack or detect its occurrence,
by deploying an NDN firewall, an IPS, a DPI)
• reconfiguration of SDN network flows (suspicious flows may be rerouted to dedicated place
of the topology dedicated to safely flow analysis)
• reconfiguration of VNFs
• reconfiguration of the network infrastructure (new detection rules to MMT probes or to an
IPS)
• VNFs upgrade, in order to cope with hardening constraints
These actions are provided with an associated cost computed from CyberCaptor
parameterization, and contextual information enabling to further described the proposed solution
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(targeted machine, firewall rule, virtual machine supervisor, virtual machine future domain …).
CyberCaptor having been extended with rules sets fit for NDN network and for virtualized
environment and being provided with a global view of the system, is then able to compute attack
paths that span the IP world in either physical or virtualized realms, the NDN world, and
combinations of all of them.
The analysis engine role is then to compute countermeasures targeting these attack paths. Some
aim to fix realm specific vulnerabilities, others may be seen as an easy way to mitigate the
possibility of performing mixed attacks and to keep the different realms water-tight by fixing the
NFVI and container management vulnerabilities.

2.3 Mitigating attacks with reactive orchestrated counter-measures
In this section, we present the set of contributions we have implemented to mitigate security events
that occur in a virtualized NDN network. We especially restrict the scope of the contribution to the
use case we have selected along that work which concerns the Content Poisoning Attack (CPA).
In a first time, we describe and evaluate an event correlation engine we have designed,
implemented in the MMT security component and evaluated, whose purpose is the analysis of
complex events that can occur in an NDN virtual network. As part of the global control-loop for the
security enforcement, it takes inputs from the different micro-detectors related to monitored NDN
metrics and provides alerts that are outsourced to the orchestration components for the application
of mitigation actions. Then, we present three mitigation policies we have specified in TOSCA and
implemented in our orchestrator to mitigate the CPA effect. We assess their relevance through a
real attack scenario where we show their capability to reduce the access to corrupted content.

2.3.1 A Bayesian network classifier for anomaly detection in NDN
Various attack types lead to different effects on a metric. This is why, alarms from the sole microdetectors designed and evaluated in Task 2 cannot accurately detect and feature an occurring
anomaly in an NDN node, thus making the combination of alarms from micro-detectors, essential.
To demonstrate the causal relationships between micro detectors, a Bayesian Network structure
is proposed and depicted in Figure 5, where each node corresponds to the micro detector
associated to a metric. The Anomaly node represents the anomalies that can occur in the NDN
network. The directed edges in the BN represent the causal relationships between pairs of metrics.
An edge is sketched from the causing node to the effected one. The causal relationships are
deduced based on NFD forwarding pipelines. A forwarding pipeline is a series of steps that
operates on a packet or a PIT entry, which is triggered by a specific event. We group NFD pipelines
in four main categories that are triggered by external factors: (1) Incoming Interest; (2) Interest
unsatisfied; (3) Incoming Data and (4) Incoming NACK. It is worth noting that the actual pipelines
in [1] cover a lot of details in the NFD practical implementation. Due to space constraints, we
deliberately simplify the pipelines to retain the most relevant information to the proposed metric
list, as well as to keep the Bayesian network explanation straightforward and understandable.
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Figure 5: A Bayesian Network for the correlation of NDN events

2.3.1.1 Incoming Interest pipelines
Figure 6 illustrates the incoming Interest pipeline. When an Interest arrives, NFD first checks if it
violates reserved prefix (e.g. /localhost prefix is reserved for internal communications between
components) and drop it, meaning that In Interest impacts Drop Interest. Afterwards, if the Interest
is duplicated with one that was already registered in the PIT, NFD sends a NACK message to
notify the downstream. Otherwise, NFD will insert a new PIT entry or update the corresponding
one that already exists by cancelling the unsatisfied timer. Hence, Out NACK, PIT Create, and PIT
Update are affected by In Interest. NFD then performs the CS lookup for a matching cached Data
and enters the CS Miss or CS Hit pipelines accordingly, implying the influence of In Interest on CS
Miss and CS Hit.
In case of a cache hit, the corresponding PIT entry will be removed after a while. NFD then verifies
and refuses the cached Data packet if it violates reserved prefixes before sending it to
downstream. As a result, CS Hit impacts PIT Delete, Drop Data and Out Data. If there is a cache
miss, the corresponding PIT entry is updated once again by adding the incoming face of Interest
and set the unsatisfied timer. Hence, CS Miss also affects PIT Update. Besides, the Outgoing
Interest pipeline is triggered. Once again, the prefix violation will be verified before being forwarded
to other nodes. Therefore, Out Interest and Drop Interest are influenced by the CS Miss.

2.3.1.2 Interest unsatisfied pipeline
After forwarding an Interest, the NDN node waits for a Data or NACK packet from the upstream,
but only for a while. Each entry in the PIT has an unsatisfied timer. When this timer expires, NFD
considers that no upstream node can satisfy the Interest and remove the entry from the PIT.
Hence, the PIT Delete is affected by PIT Unsatisfied. Because PIT Exist Time and PIT Number
also change whenever a PIT entry is removed or created, they are also impacted by PIT Create
and PIT Delete.
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Figure 6: Incoming Interest Pipeline

2.3.1.3 Incoming Data pipeline
Figure 7 depicts the incoming Data pipeline. When a Data arrives, NFD first checks and drops
Data packets that violate any reserved prefix. NFD then verifies whether the Data matches any
PIT entry. If no matching PIT entry is found, the Data is considered unsolicited. Depending on the
policy of NFD, unsolicited Data can be dropped or inserted in the CS. If a corresponding PIT entry
does exist, the Data is also added in the CS. Note that even if the pipeline inserts the Data to the
CS, whether it is stored and how long it stays in the CS is determined by CS admission and
replacement policy. Thus, In Data undoubtedly affects Drop Data and CS Insert.
When a Data is inserted into the CS, NFD will cancel the unsatisfied timer for each matching PIT
entries, implying PIT updates. After a while, the corresponding PIT entry is deleted, and the Data
packet is passed to the Outgoing Data pipeline, where NFD verifies and drops the Data if there is
any prefix violation before it is forwarded to downstream. Thus, CS Insert impacts PIT Delete,
Drop Data, Out Data as well as PIT Update.

2.3.1.4 Incoming NACK pipeline
When a NACK comes, NFD will look for a matching PIT entry. The NACK will be dropped if there
is no relevant PIT entry. Otherwise, the corresponding PIT entries’ in-record will be erased,
indicating PIT Update, before sending an outgoing NACK to downstream nodes. Therefore, In
NACK influences Drop NACK, Out NACK and PIT Update.
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Figure 7: Incoming Data Pipeline

2.3.2 Evaluation of the alert correlation component
2.3.2.1 Experiment Topology and Scenarios
As a follow-up of the work achieved in Task 2 for CPA featuring, we reuse the topology considered
in [4] for our experiments. The topology consists of three routers: an edge router on the client side
R1; the core routers R2 and the router R3 that represents the edge router and caching system on
the legitimate provider side. Good (or legitimate) clients and bad clients (or attackers) connect to
R1. On the client-side, we deploy two dedicated jNDN2-based modules to emulate NDN traffic for
the good client and the bad attacker. Good clients can avoid poisonous Data by excluding in their
Interests ones that they previously received. Meanwhile, attackers assure that bad Data packets
are always ”fresh” and exist in the caching system by frequently sending Interest excluding
legitimate Data packets. The good provider registers its prefix at R3 and responds to all the
Interests with legitimate Data, while the bad provider registers its prefix maliciously at R2 and only
replies with malicious Data. Due to the malicious registration, the bad provider’s route has a higher
cost than that of the good provider. The average latencies are 100ms and 10ms for respectively
the good provider and the bad provider. To evaluate the performance of the proposed BNC, we
reproduced the following scenarios:
• Normal traffic: There is only legitimate traffic issued by good clients in this scenario. The
number of Interest generated follows a Poison distribution, and the requested content is
selected according to a Zipf’s law. Those Interests are replied to by the Data from the good
provider which connects through the R3.
• Double traffic: In this scenario, two good clients are connected through R1, and a good
provider is connected through R3. Each client in this scenario behaves like in Normal
traffic. We consider this scenario not only to the explore metrics’ behavior in case of abrupt
changes in the network traffic but also to provide a learning dataset that challenges the
BNC by evaluating to what extent it can distinguish legitimate traffic changes against
malicious ones.
• CPA Best Route: In this scenario, router R2 uses the best route forwarding strategy which
stands for the default setting in NFD. When an Interest packet arrives in R2, it is forwarded
to the good provider. While waiting for Data, if R2 receives another Interest for the same
content, the Interest will be sent to the bad provider as the second choice in the forwarding
table. Thanks to the shorter delay, the bad provider will succeed in caching the bad Data
packet in R2 before the good provider.
• CPA Multicast: The second CPA scenario leverages the multicast strategy which is a
second forwarding strategy of NFD, where router R2 forwards a received Interest packet
to all of its next hops. Thanks to its shorter latency, the bad provider will reply to the Interest
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faster. Hence bad Data packets will be injected into R2’s cache.

2.3.2.2 Experiment Setup
An MMT probe is coupled with each router to extract and collect data for our selected metrics. The
dataset is then provided to micro-detectors implemented in MATLAB. We especially utilized the
MATLAB Bayesian Network Toolbox for the implementation, parameter learning and inference of
the proposed BN. Alarms from micro-detectors are gathered to learn parameters of the proposed
BN structure using the maximum likelihood estimation [2]. To infer the value of Anomaly node from
an observation of metrics, we utilized the junction tree engine [3]. The learning dataset for BN is
collected for all scenarios with the following specific setting. The mean of the good client’s Interest
rate is the same and equals 10 Interest/s. The mean Interest rate of the second user (Double
traffic) and the attacker (CPA Bestroute and CPA Multicast) also equal 10 Interest/s. The objective
of this setting is to help BN differentiate between malicious and additional legitimate traffic even if
the user and the attacker have the same rate. For the testing dataset, we gather from two
scenarios: (1) CPA Bestroute and (2) CPA Multicast. For each scenario, we execute experiments
with different attack rates (Interest rate) in the range [1..100] following a log scale. For each setting,
five experiments were conducted. Each experiment has two periods. The first one only has good
client traffic, while the attack occurs during the second period. Table 1 summarizes constant
parameters that we used to run the four scenarios mentioned above.
Table 1: Experimental constants

Constant
#Good provider contents
# Bad provider content
Data’s freshness period
Good provider link latency
Bad provider link latency
Client’s default Interest rate
Sampling period
Experiment duration
Repetitions per attack rate

Value
10 000 contents
1 000 contents
4 sec
100 ms
10 ms
10 content/sec
5 sec
10 minutes
5

2.3.2.3 Relevance of the micro detector’s model
As mentioned previously, due to the diversity of the behavior of the metrics when anomalies occur,
we focus on correctly modelling metrics in normal traffic. Figure 8 depicts the kernel estimated
density function for some illustrative metrics (In Interest, CS Hit, PIT Number) and their
approximated normal distributions. The figure shows that for most of our metrics (e.g. In Interest
and CS Hit), the empirical distribution is close to the normal distribution, indicating the relevance
of the model use specified in Task 2. Nevertheless, the model does not fit well for some metrics
(e.g. PIT Number), because their value range is close to zero and the variance is narrow. However,
to retain the simplicity and the reusability for the micro-detector, we deliberately accept this lack
of accuracy in the modelling for this minor part of metrics and intend to compensate it by correlating
other micro detectors’ alarms.
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Figure 8: Metrics’ distributions in normal traffic

2.3.2.4 Guarantee of False Alarm rate for micro-detectors
Figure 9 illustrates the theoretical and the empirical PFA of our micro-detectors for different
metrics. Each metric’s threshold was normalized by the mean and standard deviation of its normal
behavior so that the performance for various metrics can be demonstrated in the same figure. For
most of the metrics (e.g. CS Hit, In Interest), the empirical and the theoretical PFA match closely,
implying the ability to guarantee the prescribed PFA of the micro detector and the relevance of the
model. Meanwhile, for a few metrics (e.g. PIT Number), our micro detector cannot ensure the
performance for small prescribed PFA. As stated in the previous subsection, this phenomenon is
due to the fact that these metrics are not well modelled by the normal distribution. However, as
shown in the following section, a performance enhancement is possibly obtained by combining
micro detectors, hence the modelling errors on their distribution is compensated by each others.

Figure 9: Guarantee of prescribed PFA for micro-detectors
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2.3.2.5 Learning Parameters of Proposed Bayesian Network
To evaluate the learning efficiency of BNC when the size of training set varies, we use the usual
k-folds cross-validation method with k = 5. Consequently, the dataset is divided into 5 subsets.
Each subset will, in turn, be used as testing data and the remaining four will be used as training
data. The average misclassification rate (i.e. the total number of misclassified samples over the
total number of samples) over training subsets is defined as train error, while the one obtained
over testing subsets is called cross-validation error. Figure 10 shows the learning curves of the
proposed BNC when the size of training dataset per scenario changes. When the size of training
set per scenario increases, the misclassification error starts decreasing. An optimal value is
achieved around 280 training samples per scenario. After that, the misclassification error keeps
increasing due to the well-known phenomenon of over-fitting. Therefore, the optimal value of 280
samples for the training set per scenario has been chosen, corresponding to about 23 minutes of
collecting samples.

Figure 10: Learning curve of the proposed BNC

2.3.2.6 Bayesian Network Classifier Evaluation
Figure 11 and Figure 12 depict, respectively the accuracy (i.e. total number of samples classified
correctly over the total number of samples, or one minus the misclassification error) and the delay
of the proposed BNC when the attacker rate changes. Regarding the attack rate’s impact, the
figures indicate that when the attack rate is less than the Interest rate under normal traffic, BNC
has a low accuracy, a high delay and those results have a large statistical spread. On the other
hand, BNC achieves over 95% of accuracy with a delay of about one sample when the attack rate
is higher than normal user rate.
With regard to the impact of attack scenario, one can note from Figure 11 and Figure 12 that the
accuracy and delay of BNC against CPA Multicast is better than in CPA Bestroute. The reason is
that, in CPA Multicast, the Interests are more likely to be forwarded to the bad provider without
much effort from the attacker, so the behavior of attack in any rates is visible.
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Figure 11: Accuracy
Concerning to the location’s impact, in CPA Bestroute, BNC at R1 is more accurate than in R2
router because it receives Interest packets from clients and attackers first. As a result, its metrics
will be more affected than those of R2. Meanwhile in CPA Multicast, since R2 is more likely to be
poisoned due to the delay advantage of the bad provider, its metrics are impacted more obviously
than ones of R1. Therefore, BNC in R2 achieves a better accuracy than in R1.

Figure 12: Delay to CPA true positive
Eventually, it is important to point out that the accuracy of BNC can be improved by increasing the
detection window n of the micro detector. As shown in Figure 13, for the worst case of CPA
Bestroute with 1 Interest/s, the accuracy increased from 53% up to 93% by raising the n from 1 to
5. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that increasing the detection window will increase the detection
delay of micro detectors. Therefore, this trade-off should be considered carefully in a real
deployment.
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Figure 13: Accuracy of CPA detection with different detection windows

2.3.2.7 Global results from a real implementation
In order to assess the performance of our Bayesian network as a correlation engine for complex
security events in NDN and CPA especially, we have implemented it into the MMT Security Engine,
as depicted in Figure 1 which presents the general MANO architecture and its different
components. In this context, the collected results for CPA detection, under the same conditions as
those of previous evaluation results, are summarized in Table 2. The table shows that the larger
the attack payload, the better the detection. Even for a rather small attack payload, the global
monitoring plane, built upon the different micro-detectors and the correlation engine, can detect
the CPA with rather high efficiency. It is noteworthy that those results correspond to the CPA
detection done by correlating all metrics’ measurement at a given instant, which is very powerful
for real-time anomaly detection. Moreover, regardless of the attack payload and the scenario, this
monitoring plane achieves a minimal number of false positives (less than 0.01%) which is
especially important in an operational context.
Table 2: Efficiency of monitoring plane with respect to CPA detection for two different scenarios
and various attack payload

Scenario
CPA bestroute
CPA multicast

Attack rate
(# Interest/s)
% True Positive
% False positive
% True Positive
% False positive

5

10

20

50

95
<0.01
63.33
<0.01

96.33
<0.01
72.83
<0.01

97
<0.01
79.33
<0.01

98.33
<0.01
96.33
<0.01

2.3.3 CPA counter-measure orchestration
Given the correlation engine we have exposed previously, our architecture is consequently able
to accurately detect CPA attacks in an NDN network. To close the loop and offer the overall
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virtualized NDN architecture the capability to go back to normal, we now present the set of policies
we have integrated in the NDN TOSCA specification and the way our orchestrator enforces them
to efficiently mitigate a CPA.

2.3.3.1 Policy specification
For the sake of clarity, we remind in this section the set of TOSCA policies we have specified and
exposed in Delivrable 3.1 of the DOCTOR project to mitigate CPA issues in NDN. These policies
follow a main guideline which states that the CPA mitigation should not impact the legitimate traffic
processing over the virtual topology. As such, three basic actions are at the core of the CPA
mitigation policy:
• A signature verification is performed by nodes that are on the path of a CPA. Indeed,
detection solution for CPA attacks, as presented in deliverable D2.2 can only detect the
faces where the attack comes from, but not the exact contents that are subjected to the
attack. Consequently, a signature verification must be performed to accurately identify the
poisoned content.
• Since signature verification can exhaust computing resources, a scale-out operation must
allow a dynamic provisioning of additional NDN routing resources and the service chaining
must be adapted consequently;
• Once detected by the signature verification of NDN routers, the black list of NDN firewalls
are updated accordingly to prevent these contents from still entering the operated network,
and thus, incrementally clean up the network, but also free the resources it offered to deal
with such undesirable traffic.
Based on these basic statements, we have designed related TOSCA policies which allow an
efficient mitigation of CPA. The specification of these three policies is provided below.
policies:
- CPA_countermeasure:
type: tosca.policies.nfv.DOCTOR.security.signature_verification
targets: [router_2]
triggers:
router_2_verification:
event_type: tosca.nfv.DOCTOR.security.alert.cpa
condition:
constraint: triggred_by router_2
action:
action_type: update_router_mode
mode: signing
target_router: router_2
- update_firewall:
type: tosca.policies.nfv.DOCTOR.ndn.security.update_firewall
targets: [firewall]
triggers:
firewall_trigger:
event_type: tosca.nfv.DOCTOR.security.alert.poisoned_content
condition:
constraint: triggred_by router_2
action:
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action_type: update_firewall
target_firewall: firewall
- scaling_out_policy:
type: tosca.policies.nfv.DOCTOR.ndn.scaling
targets: [router_1, router_2]
triggers:
scale_out:
meter_name: PIT
event_type: tosca.policies.nfv.DOCTOR.ndn.utilization
condition:
constraint: pending_interests greater_than 50
threshold: 50
comparison_operator: gt
period: 600
action:
action_type: scale_out
number: 3

Figure 14: TOSCA policies to mitigate CPA

2.3.3.2 Scale-out enforcement
Triggered by an event defined in the TOSCA policies, the NFVO can dynamically reconfigure any
virtualized NDN function with a process which is similar to the deployment. The different
reconfigurations include all updates of the prefixes to block in an NDN firewall, the activation of a
signature verification module and the update of the NDN routing configuration in NDN routers.
Scaling-out a service is an essential feature for a MANO architecture to guarantee the
performance and network throughput. A scale-out operation must allow dynamic provisioning of
additional NDN routing resources and the service chaining must be adapted consequently. The
following Figure 15 illustrates such a process. To ease the understanding, we illustrate it in the
context of a router SV-Router which performs signature verification and whose load becomes
consequently high. SV-Router periodically sends the number of entries in its PIT to the VNFM
which in turn forwards it to the NFVO. Whenever a given threshold is crossed, the NFVO
commands the VIM and NFVI to scale-out the VNF containers to a specified number of replicas
which is defined in the TOSCA profile. Once the deployment of the related virtualized network
(VXLAN tunnel) and the VDU are completed, the VNFM retrieves the current configuration of the
original SV-Router, which mainly consist of NDN routing information, and it sends the configuration
to the replica of SV-Router. Once the NFVO has been informed that the configuration phase in a
replica is finished, it instructs the downstream router of SV-Router to add a route to the replica.
Finally, the forwarding strategy in this node is changed to robin-round which allows balancing the
load into the different replicas of the SV-Router. As the scale-out process is performed
progressively, it ensures that there is no downtime during the operation and the network continues
to provide the service without any disruption.
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Figure 15: Scale out orchestration process

2.3.4 Evaluation of orchestration policies
In this section, we present the results we have collected in two different evaluation experiments of
our content-oriented MANO framework. All experiments have been conducted in a virtual testbed
hosted over Openstack in which each Point of Presence (PoP) is emulated by a virtual machine
hosting an NFVI and among them, one is selected to host our content-oriented orchestrator which
dynamically spawns the VNFM as a Docker container. We evaluate to what extent our solution is
able to dynamically reconfigure a virtual topology as well as virtual network functions according to
events triggering policies. For each experiment, we first provide the selected topology and
scenario, followed by a description and analysis of the results we collected. One can note that all
presented results are the average of five repetitions bounded by 95% confidence intervals.
London
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Berlin PoP
Good
Producer

Router 3
Peering
Router 5
router 2 Firewall 2

Amsterdam PoP
Bad
Producer

Router 2
Router X

Router 4

Firewall 1

Peering
router 1

Router 1
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User
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Figure 16: Experiment topology
We evaluate the capability of our content orchestrated solution to dynamically react to events and
its capacity to dynamically reconfigure the virtual network and its VNFs accordingly.
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2.3.4.1 Use case
The scenario we consider addresses both performance and security anomalies which require the
overall infrastructure to enforce dynamic configuration operations. The topology we consider is
depicted in Figure 16 which is an extract of the ClaraNet operator topology provided by the Internet
Zoo Topology dataset [6]. Here, we consider two different VNFs, which are NDN routers and NDN
firewalls. Our three Points of Presence (PoP) respectively host edge access nodes (in Berlin and
Amsterdam), containing a peering node, a firewall and a router, and a core network (in London)
containing three core NDN routers. As a security use-case, we still consider the case of CPA. TO
that aim, a good producer of NDN content is connected to the Berlin PoP while a malicious one is
connected to Amsterdam. The London PoP connects both a good user and an attacker whose
purpose consists in corrupting the data hosted in all network caches to prevent the good user to
access any desired content.
The detection of CPA is achieved through the set of micro-detectors specified in D2.2 and the
Bayesian network, standing for a dedicated correlation engine, as presented in section 2.3.1. From
an orchestration perspective, we consider three mitigation scenarios: No policy, No scale-out and
Scale-out. In the case of No policy, the entire network is deployed without any policy to mitigate
security threats. This scenario is considered as a reference to evaluate the relevance of the
subsequent ones. In the second scenario (No scale-out), the NFVO enables a policy that allows
the dynamic configuration of the firewall and the dynamic activation of signature verification in
NDN routers. Finally, in the Scale-out scenario, the NFVO enforces the mitigation policies
presented above and it also enforces a scale-out operation on NDN routers which suffers from a
too high computing load. Table 3 summarizes the constant parameters that were used to run these
three scenarios.
Table 3: Experimentation constants

Constant
#Good provider contents
# Bad provider content
Data’s freshness period
Good provider link latency
Bad provider link latency
User’s default Interest rate
Attack’s Interest rate
Sampling period
Experiment duration
Number of replicas in Scale-out scenario
Number of entries in the PIT to trigger Scale-out

Value
10 000 contents
1 000 contents
4 sec
100 ms
10 ms
10 content/sec
32 Interest/sec
5 sec
10 minutes
3
5

2.3.4.2 Results analysis
Figure 17 exhibits time series of Good Data (blue lines), Bad Data (red lines) and Lost Data (black
lines), expressed in terms of number of packets per second, received by the good user in the
context of the three scenarios described above.
In the No policy scenario, the frequency for Good Data is approximately 10 packets/s. However,
there is also a substantial amount of Bad Data, about 3 packets/s. Besides, some packets are lost
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in the communication, but this amount is negligible. This scenario demonstrates that without
mitigation, the attack can corrupt up to one third of the content provided to a good user.

Figure 17: Snapshot of Good/Bad/Lost Data in the No Policy scenario
In the No scale-out scenario, depicted in Figure 18, the green line shows the time at which the
network detects the attack and triggers the firewall and signature verification policies to mitigate
the attack. We can observe that after this moment, the number of Bad Data abruptly drops to zero.
However, the number of Good Data also decreases slightly, and the number of Lost Data increases
remarkably. The reason of this phenomenon lies in the overload the routers performing the
signature verification suffers from, which prevent them from reliably achieve their basic forwarding
operations.

Figure 18: Snapshot of Good/Bad/Lost Data in the No Scale-out scenario
In the last scenario, Scale-out, depicted in Figure 19, the two dark lines show the instant at which
the scale-out configuration operations start and terminate. In this scenario, one notices that the
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mitigation efficiency is identical to the No scale-out scenario, with an excellent filtering of corrupted
data. Moreover, when the scale-out is enforced, the network returns to a normal state: Good Data
gets back to 10 packets/s, and Lost Data drops to a negligible value. We can also observe that
during the period of scale-out, there is no downtime of the network.

Figure 19: Snapshot of Good/Bad/Lost Data in the Scale-out scenario
Beyond these illustrations of mitigation, over all our experiments, the percentage of Bad Data in
the No Scale-out and Scale-out scenarios are 5,1% and 4,8% respectively, which are smaller than
in No Policy (14,1%). This result demonstrates the efficiency of both the signature verification and
the firewall reconfiguration policies. The percentage of Bad Data which remains on these two
scenarios is the percentage of Bad Data before the attack detection. After the activation of these
policies, the number of Bad Data drops to zero. On the other hand, the percentage of Lost Data
in the Scale-out scenario is 5,5% which is smaller than in the No Scale-out one (15,2%). More
precisely, in the Scale-out scenario, the percentage of Bad Data and Lost Data before the
activation of the scale-out policy are 13% and 6,1% respectively. However, after the scale-out
operation, these two metrics decrease to 0% and 3,8% respectively, which proves the relevance
of the scale-out policy.

3 Performance enhancement via µ-services orchestration
As we advocate since the first description of the DOCTOR architecture, NFV appears to be a great
opportunity for the deployment of new disruptive protocols like NDN because an NFV
infrastructure constitutes a substrate where NDN could be deployed incrementally and at low cost
alongside current protocols, leading to a progressive deployment of ICNs by ISPs when and where
needed.
But current NDN forwarders have a monolithic design: they regroup all functions (PIT, FIB, CS,
strategy, etc.) into a single process, which limits the possibilities of the orchestration to optimize
the network topology and operation. To further make NDN benefit from NFV, we propose in this
section a micro-service architecture to run NDN with the goal to improve the flexibility and
scalability of NDN when deployed over NFV thanks to atomic and composable functions. For
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example, it is well acknowledged that in ICN, Content Stores are not useful in every node but
rather in particular points of the network.
However, micro-service architectures face many challenges. Indeed, if each service is simpler,
this also exacerbates the need for a proper chaining and orchestration of micro-services to build
consistent networks. Our architecture is called µNDN and the following paragraphs encompass
the following contributions:
• The design of seven micro-services for NDN to ensure essential connectivity and security
properties;
• Examples of possible combinations to make efficient NDN network topologies;
• A central component to monitor, orchestrate and manage the micro-services according to
predefined rules;
• The evaluation of the whole architecture under two scenarios challenging the performance
and the security of the µNDN network;
• The full implementation of the components constituting the proposed architecture which
source code is released in open source as part of the DOCTOR project contributions.

3.1 Architecture and description of micro-services
3.1.1 Common vocabulary
In this section, we describe the different micro-services we developed as VNFs. Some of them
mimic the key functionalities provided by the official implementation of the NDN forwarder (NFD),
but we will see that new ones are also made possible by the decoupling of the functions. The links
between our modules follow a pipeline logic like the internal structure of NFD, since it is a natural
way to chain network functions. We will indifferently use the terms micro-service, module or
function in the rest of this document.
The following descriptions of the different modules will refer to their effective cardinalities. The
effective cardinality of a module refers to the number of different sources or destinations it can
handle at the same time when routing packets, but it has no relation with the number of concurrent
endpoints a module can handle concurrently. We use two values for the cardinality:
• A cardinality of "1" means that a module will forward the packets to all its
sources/destinations in broadcast if it has to handle more than one of them. This can
happen because, for a source, it does not have any clue to which one to send back the
response, or for a destination, it does not store information to route the packet correctly.
• A cardinality of "N", means that a module is able to forward packets to the right source(s)
or destination(s). Most of the modules with this cardinality are stateful.
In the following descriptions, the ingress and egress Faces refer to the module which initiates the
connection to create the link. An ingress Face listens for incoming traffic/connection. Also, each
micro-service may be oriented or not. An oriented module only processes Interest or Data on its
Faces, while a non-oriented can process both. All the micro-services described below are able to
report their status (at least their Faces statistics, but also service-specific values) for monitoring
like later described in the section about the orchestration.

3.1.2 Description of the micro-services
First, we describe a set of micro-service offering a core-routing function thanks to a N degree
cardinality on at least on one of their sides (NR, BR, PD), then we describe other more specific
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micro-services that can be seen as on-path functions (with a 1/1 effective cardinality) used to
improve the performances (CS) or security (SV, FW) of the NDN network. All micro-services
properties are summarized in Table 4.

3.1.2.1 Content store
This module aims to store recent Data packets that pass through it in order to reuse them later. It
is built around a N-ary tree with NDN names as keys and entries that contain the Data packets
and the expiration date based on the freshness field of these packets. We use a tree to keep the
hierarchical property of NDN names and to allow the Content Store to respond with a cached Data
packet with a longer name where the Interest name is a prefix of it. Unlike NFD, our global caching
policy does not store and serve Data packets with undefined freshness values or staled ones. We
use the MustBeFresh field of the Interest packet in a different way: if it is set to "true", the cache
is bypassed. This module is not oriented so it will forward indifferently Interest and Data from either
ingress or egress Faces, both sides having a cardinality of 1.

3.1.2.2 Backward Router (BR)
This module keeps track of the Interest packets that pass through it in order to forward later the
Data packets back to the consumers that asked for them. It is similar to the Pending Interest Table
(PIT) part in NFD. Like the Content Store, this module uses a N-ary tree with NDN names as keys
and entries that contain the list of the related consumers' Faces and two timestamps: the packet
retransmission delay and the entry validity period. For the Backward Router, the tree is used to
match any Interest which name prefix corresponds to the received Data packet. Unlike the official
implementation, our "PIT" has a maximum size and uses an LRU policy in order to avoid the use
of timers used to remove staled entries. This module is oriented so Interest packets can only come
from ingress Faces and Data packets from egress Faces and the cardinalities of ingress and
egress sides are respectively N and 1.

3.1.2.3 Name Router (NR)
This module handles the prefix registration requests sent by the producers and performs the
routing based on packets' name. It is similar to the Forward Information Base (FIB) part in NFD.
Like the two previous modules, this module uses a N-ary tree with NDN names as keys and entries
that contain the available Faces that can be a next hop for this prefix. A producer can send a
request to register a prefix but the module will wait for the manager permission before registering
this prefix. It is also possible to manually create Faces and add routes to them via a management
interface. If needed, the module can report the current state of its table. This module is the only
one that is "mandatory" in a µNDN network because it is the only one that can listen to incoming
routes from producers. This module is also oriented and has two types of ingress interfaces: Faces
that handle the consumers have a cardinality of 1 and Faces that handle the producers have a
cardinality of N. The egress Faces have a cardinality of N.

3.1.2.4 Strategy Router (SR)
This module does not perform packet inspection (header processing) like the other modules but
just applies a forwarding based on a strategy. Strategies can be simple ones used at low level like
load-balancing, fail-over, etc., or even others more specific to NDN. It is somehow similar to the
strategy policy of NFD but, contrary to the latter, the Strategy Router module only forwards packets
based on Faces information but not on packets' name. Since in a micro-service architecture, a
Strategy Router is not automatically placed after a FIB, strategies can be used in a more general
way like load balancing the whole traffic between other modules (instead of a limited set of Faces
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that depends on the previous FIB matching results). This module is not oriented but the strategy
rules are only applied for egress Faces. It has a cardinality of 1 for its ingress side but it depends
of the adopted strategy for egress side.

3.1.2.5 Packet Dispatcher (PD)
This module aims to split Interest and Data traffic that come from the same Face to redirect each
type of traffic to different Faces. It is used to avoid packets drop when chained with oriented
modules that can only process one type of traffic on their ingress Faces. NFD does something
similar when it receives packets from its Faces in order to select the right processing pipeline
(Interest or Data processing). This module is more suited at the edge of the network for outside
traffic that is not aware of the specific traffic management performed by µNDN and thus may not
be useful inside the network. The cardinality of the module is N for both ingress and egress sides.

3.1.2.6 Signature Verifier (SV)
The verification of the packets' signature is not implemented in the official NDN forwarder due to
the heavy cost of this process. But with a micro-service architecture and network orchestration, it
is no more a burden if it is well placed and on demand. Each time a Data packet is received by
the module, it checks if the content name matches a known key name, and, if it is the case, it
performs the signature verification. In case of invalid signature, the drop policy depends on the
rules pushed by the manager. The module can receive the public key from a manager though its
management interface. This module is also capable to report the name of the packets that failed
the signature verification process to prepare the countermeasures. This module is not oriented
and both ingress and egress sides having a cardinality of 1.

3.1.2.7 Firewall (FW)
This module aims to block packets based on their name so that unwanted content in the network
will be dropped. For instance, names that repeatedly failed the signature verification process can
be filtered. It also uses a N-ary tree with NDN names as key and a boolean as value. The result
of the filter is the deepest value found on the path toward the NDN name provided. This way, the
value of the root node (i.e. the "/" NDN name) represents the default filtering policy: if the root
value is set to true, the filter will be a blacklist, else it will be a whitelist. This module is not oriented
and has a cardinality of 1 for both ingress and egress sides.

Table 4: Summary of the micro-services’ characteristics

3.1.3 Network examples of possible combinations
In Figure 20 is given a µNDN topology that mimics the network functionalities of a monolithic NFD
instance that would use a multicast forwarding strategy. For this service, the three core modules
(Content Store, Backward Router and Name Router) are needed to simulate the three inner-tables
CS, PIT and FIB. The Packet Dispatcher module handles the external connections and the
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pipeline selection based on the packet type so the clients (consumers and producers) only need
to connect to the µNDN network like they would do with a NFD instance. In our case the Name
Router module is not able to use name-based strategies like NFD, since it is a reduced function,
but this can be handled by adding a Strategy Router module. By default, the only logic used by
the Name Router is to forward Interest packets to all Faces that can handle prefixes of these
packets, which is equivalent to the multicast strategy in NFD.

Figure 20: Example of service chaining that is equivalent to NFD (with multicast policy)
In Figure 21 is given an example of a more complex topology involving five different microservices. There are three points of interest that are highlighted in the Figure. The first is the
practical use of the previous topology that mimics NFD. We believe that this kind of chaining is
more prone the be placed at the edge of the network to propose bidirectional Faces to clients. The
second point of interest shows that it is possible to not follow the "default" NDN pipeline and only
use what is needed. Here, a client cannot use the same Face to send consumer and producer
traffic because of the oriented chaining so they must specialize their Faces for one kind of traffic
but they can still do both by using two or more Faces, at least one for each traffic type. The third
point of interest is when we decide to link two Name Routers together. This can create a routing
loop like the one in our example, when a same prefix is available on both sides. To avoid packets
to loop in the network, a Backward Router must be placed between them to avoid the broadcast
storm (this can be automatically performed by the manager).

Figure 21: Example of a small managed µNDN network
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3.2 Orchestration of micro-services
3.2.1 The manager
Our manager can be divided in five parts: (1) the network view as a graph, (2) the orchestration
engine, (3) the module management interface, (4) the key management part, and (5) the user
REST API. Figure 22 illustrates the relationship between these functionalities.
1. The representation of the network topology takes the form of a directed graph that stores
all the required management information, for instance: routes for Name routers, CPU
usage of the modules, etc. It has associated procedures to perform management tasks
that are based on the graph like route propagation;
2. The orchestration engine ensures that the micro-services images, which are executed in
individual containers, and that constitute the virtual network, are well deployed. To do so,
it asks the Virtual Network Infrastructure (here, a Docker engine) for the creation or the
deletion of the corresponding containers. It is also in charge of retrieving on a regular basis
containers’ statistic that are used to take management decisions, for example to trigger the
scaling process;
3. The module management interface is used to vehicle information between the manager
and the modules. It identifies the containers and send asynchronous management
messages (in JSON format);
4. The key management engine acts as a PKI being in charge of the synchronization of the
public keys with the different instances of the Signature Verifier module. It also handles the
signature verification when a new route is asked by a producer;
5. The REST API allows an external software to get information from the network graph and
to interact with the manager. It also offers a dynamic web application that displays in real
time the visual representation of the managed network and a web interface to execute the
actions that can be performed through the API.

Figure 22: Interactions between the manager's components

3.2.2 Insertion/deletion of modules and scaling
In order to insert or remove a module between two others, we use a three-steps procedure
illustrated in Figure 23. First, the manager links the new module (M3) to the ingress face of the
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module ahead (M2), then it links M3 to the egress face of the origin module (M1). After these
steps, some duplicated traffic temporary exists in the network (the only exception is when M1 is a
Strategy Router configured with a strategy that does not duplicate traffic) but it is a necessary
overhead in order to not lose any packet during the modification of the network topology. At the
end, the manager removes the remaining link between M1 and M2 since it is not needed anymore.
The deletion of a module follows the same steps in the exact reverse order.

Figure 23: Steps to insert a module in the network topology
Our scaling features of micro-services rely on the insertion/deletion procedure described above.
Two scaling methods are actually needed: one for modules that have a cardinality of 1 for ingress
faces (most of our modules fall in this category), and another one for the modules that have a
cardinality of N (only the Backward Router for now).
To scale up a module with a cardinality of 1, the manager just inserts a Strategy Router set with a
load balancing strategy between the scaled module and the one just before. Then, the manager
adds a module of the same type, also using the previous insertion procedure but without
considering if an existing link is already present, and finally pushes the current configuration of the
scaled module into the new instance(s). The scaling of Name Routers is a bit more complicated
since a simple copy of the current configuration is not sufficient and routes have to be managed
carefully.
To scale up a module with a cardinality of N, in our case a Backward Router, the part of the
procedure before adding the cloned module is different. In order to keep the cardinality of N, it is
not possible to simply add a Strategy Router before a Backward Router} because it would break
its property to forward the packets back to the right consumer(s), the Strategy Router being only
able forward traffic using broadcast. So, when the scaling process occurs for the first time, the
manager creates as much Strategy Router instances as there are modules linked to the Backward
Router to keep its cardinality of N. Then, each Strategy Router is linked to the new clones of the
scaled module like represented in Figure 24. When a new module increases the cardinality, the
manager creates an associated Strategy Router to link this new module to all the clones.
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Figure 24: Scaling procedure of a Backward Router

3.2.3 Communication with modules
3.2.3.1 From manager to modules
For the manager part, all messages contain at least an "action" and an "id" field. The "action" field
is used by the modules to map keywords to functions. The "id" field is an integer used by the
manager to map the messages returned by the modules to trigger the right asynchronous task.
Depending on the module type, different messages can be sent by the manager. All modules
accept add/del_face messages which is a directive for the module to initiate a new link and that
returns a face_id on creation so that the manager can update its graph accordingly (other actions
like route propagation can also be triggered if needed) or delete one. All modules also accept
messages that edit or list their current configuration. When any change occurs, the response
contains the name of the modified fields. More specifically, the Name Router module accepts in
addition add/del_routes messages which are used to change the route configuration on any Face.
In the same way, the Signature Verifier module accepts add/del_key messages for key
management. The following lines give an example of the messages exchanged for an add_face
order from the manager.
{add_face message}
{
"action": "add_face",
"id": 1,
"layer": "tcp",
"address": "172.18.0.2",
"port": 6363
}
{add_face response}
{
"name": "NR1",
"type": "reply",
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"action": "add_face",
"id": 1,
"status": "success",
"face_id": 1
}

3.2.3.2 From modules to manager
The modules send similar messages with a "request" or "reply" type, but they can also initiate
reports on their own (they support both probing and event-reporting monitoring strategies), so they
need to specify a third type of message as "report". In our current state, we define two "request"
messages, the first is "route\_registration" and it is sent when a signed Interest packet for prefix
registration is received by a Name Router. It contains, in addition to the regular fields illustrated in
the previous example, the name of the key, the signature type, the value of the signature and the
signed message. The second is "new\_session" and it is sent when a client connects to a Packet
dispatcher. The message contains the endpoint of the client so the manager can decide to accept
or refuse it and return where to forward the packet for this client.
To request periodic "report" messages from modules, the manager must specify its reception
interface and the delay between each report. Among the reported values, the Content Store
reports two counters (hit and miss), the Signature Verifier reports the name of all packets that have
failed the signature verification, the Name Router reports the face_id of the disconnected
producers, etc. When the manager receives these reporting messages, it updates the module
information accordingly and can trigger some management routines. For example, the "route
propagation" procedure is executed when a producer\_disconnection message is received.
{cache status message}
{
"name": "CS1",
"type": "report",
"action": "cache_status",
"hit_count": 125000,
"miss_count": 100000
}

3.2.4 Route management
Since we fully manage our network, we do not need a route propagation protocol like NLSR, but
the manager will instead trigger the route propagation routine and update the routes in a
centralized SDN fashion. This is performed each time the routing configuration changes, for
example because of a new route registration event when a producer joins or leaves the network.
The manager checks the status of the known routes (static routes) and changes the configuration
of the Name Routers that are concerned by these changes (dynamic routes). More precisely, route
management is performed by three procedures:

3.2.4.1 appendExistingRoutes
When a Name Router is connected to another one, the manager looks for the routes that can be
reached by the module that received the new connection (target), then adds these routes to the
router that initiated the connection (source) only if it is a Name Router. At the end, the manager
calls the propagateNewRoutes routine like if the source was the owner of the routes mentioned
above so that if Name Routers exist behind the source, they will also apply the route propagation
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recursively.

3.2.4.2 propagateNewRoutes
This routine is called when a producer successfully registers a new prefix. It looks for all the other
Name Routers that have one or more path(s) to the one where the route is created, then, for each
path, it compares the existing routes with the new ones and appends the changes if needed.

3.2.4.3 propagateDelRoutes
This routine is called when a route is removed from a Name Router. For all Name Routers that
have one or more dynamic routes related to the deleted routes, it checks for all available paths if
these routes are still available. Finally, it removes the ones that are no longer reachable.

3.3 Evaluation
3.3.1 Experimental environment
The micro-services are written in C++, the manager is written in Python3 and both are released in
open source. The web application using the rest API of the manager is implemented with D3.js for
the visualization of the dynamic topology, and a list of AJAX forms to use management
functionalities. We chose to work as an overlay of IP since it is more flexible for prototyping than
to send packets over plain Ethernet. Our modules can currently communicate indifferently over
TCP or UDP to forward NDN packets, but we will support direct communications over Ethernet in
the near future.
For the following experiments, we use a DELL PowerEdge R730 server that features two Intel 2.4
GHz octo-core Xeon processors (E5-2630 v3) with Hyper-Threading and Turbo Boost enabled,
128GB of RAM and two 400GB SAS SSD in RAID0 for the operating system (Ubuntu 18.04 server)
and Docker containers. The server uses Docker CE 18.03 and the 0.6.1 version of the ndn-cxx
library.

3.3.2 Unit testing of micro-services
In order to know how much resources must be allocated by the orchestrator for each module and
what are the possible bottlenecks, we have to evaluate the throughput of each one individually. In
this experiment, we use a simple topology considered as the best-case scenario where the tested
module is placed between a single consumer and a single producer running NDNperf instances.
We also set the core affinity with taskset to optimize the threads' execution. Please note that to
get consistent results, the modules are not in a Docker container for this experiment, what tends
to slightly increase their throughput. Table 5 gives the achieved throughput for all the modules,
with some particular configurations when available.

3 with the help of Networkx, Twisted and Klein libraries
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Table 5: Maximum throughput of each micro-service

Based on these results, we can see that the Backward Router and the Content Store can be the
slowest modules. For the specific case of the Content Store, its capacity to become a bottleneck
really depends on its cache hit ratio, since its inner operations have different costs. In the case
where all Data packets have a freshness period greater than 0 (otherwise the Content Store does
not store them), a Content Store becomes slower than the Backward Router when the cache hit
is lower than 28%. Like already suspected, the signature verification is a heavy task but this is not
critical since the verification is more prone to be done on demand and at the edge of the network,
so that it will only limit the incoming traffic of the suspicious producer(s). We also introduced the
performance measurements of a multi-threaded version of Strategy Router in Table 5.
Unfortunately, it does not show a great efficiency at this early stage as compared to the singlethreaded version. It is still used to avoid the SR to become a bottleneck when it is used for the
scaling of other modules which already have a similar throughput than the single-threaded version
of SR.
Then, in Table 6 is given a performance comparison between the minimal µNDN instances
presented in Figure 20 and the corresponding NFD instance. It is not really fair to compare the
two directly because their advanced functionalities differ, but it gives a first idea on the chained
modules' capacity. In this experiment, all the modules are single-threaded. We can see that the
equivalent µNDN chain is faster than the NFD instance (around 50% better throughput) and has
a lower processing latency, but at the price of a higher CPU consumption (3 times more CPU
cycles). In this case, the Packet Dispatcher is clearly the bottleneck. This is a limitation of this
specific network topology where the PD has to handle two times the traffic of both the consumer
and the producer (because they are on the same side of the network) compared to the other
modules that handle each packet only once. However, the Packet Dispatcher is not a complex
module and could be easily multi-threaded. When the Packet Dispatcher is not the bottleneck (for
example, when the producer is directly accessible through NR), the reported throughput becomes
968600 Kbps with associated CPU usages of 71, 100 and 67 respectively for CS, BR (the new
bottleneck) and NR.
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Table 6: Performance comparison between NFD and its micro-service equivalent

3.3.3 Scalability
To experiment the scaling properties of µNDN, we built a network with 3 modules in the following
order: A Content Store, a Backward Router and a Name Router (same as Figure 24 but with only
one CS). In this experiment, the Content Store is used as a pure traffic forwarder (no caching
possible). We also limited the CPU usage of the Backward Router to 50% of a single core to
artificially create a bottleneck and better see the effect of the scaling process. We use a simple
scaling rule: each time a scalable module meets the conditions to scale up (i.e. modules must not
be at the edge of the network and be defined as scalable, module automatically deployed cannot
be defined as scalable) and has an associated CPU usage above 80% of its capacity over the last
reporting period, the orchestration routine will scale up this module. In the same way, when a
scaled module has a CPU usage below 20%, the orchestration routine will scale down this module.
The scaling routine is executed every 20 seconds.

Figure 25: Throughput and CPU usage of the network during a scaling event

In Figure 25 is displayed the throughput reported by the consumer and the CPU usage of all the
modules that constitute the network. At the beginning, a consumer is started with a window of 32
Interests to overload the network, resulting in a maximum throughput of 300 Mbps limited by the
Backward Router} (BR1). Then, the scale up process is triggered: the manager first creates a
Strategy Router and inserts it between the Content Store and the actual Backward Router, then it
creates up to four clones of the Backward Router (BR1.1, BR1.2, BR1.3, BR1.4) and links them
to the new Strategy Router and the Name Router. During the scaling process, we can see the
throughput increase with around 450 Mbps for a scaling factor of 2 (when BR1.1 is created),
around 615 Mbps for a factor of 3, and 685 Mbps for a factor of 4. However, our scaling procedure
can be improved by taking into consideration the load of the other modules. In this way, it would
not have added the useless fourth Backward Router while the Name Router is already at its
maximum capacity.
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Finally, we slow down the consumer by setting an Interest window of 1 to force the scale down
process. This can be seen in Figure 25: the clone modules are removed when their reported CPU
usage reaches 0% (and their curve does not continue after this point). When a stateful module
like the Backward Router is scaled down, it is possible to lose some information because when
the load is balanced, the other BR modules can't resolve the matching if they have not previously
handled a corresponding Interest. This is an inherent limitation of the stateful nature of the
Backward Router although copying the current values upon cloning could reduce the loss.
During the scale up process, the slight decrease of the performance when the fourth BR is added
can be explained by the fact that the Name Router must forward every Data packet to all
consumer-side modules (i.e. all BRs) since it can't identify the ones that sent the corresponding
Interest packets. So, the scaling has the expected consequence to increase the CPU usage of the
module right after the scaled one and an excessive scaling can be counterproductive and
decrease the overall performances (when BR1.4 is added). In the same extent, scaling a Content
Store results in N times (N is the scaling factor) the generated traffic since these modules do not
filter incoming Data packets based on the previous Interests. Consequently, it is recommended to
add a Backward Router before or after the scaled CS to limit the duplicated traffic of the scaled
modules. These are design choices to be made by the network architect.

3.3.4 Security
In this experiment, we want to test the capability of µNDN to dynamically deploy a countermeasure against a Content Poisoning Attack. We built a network that leaves some space for a
CPA similar to the one that can affect NFD and described in the previous Deliverable D2.2, as
depicted in Figure 26. It is made of a chain with two Content Stores and one Name Router, the
CSs are at the edges and the Name Router in the middle of the network. The flaw of this network
is that a CS is directly connected to the producer side of the Name Router, so when a good
provider connects to this CS and registers its prefix, the Name router will route the packets to the
good provider through the CS that will broadcast the Interests that do not match any cache entry,
since a CS does not know the concept of route. Consequently, if a bad provider connects to the
same CS, it can take advantage of the already created route of the good provider (preventively,
the Name Router drops any Data packet received from a face that is not a possible route for this
prefix). Like in D2.2, the attacker collaborates with a bad consumer to perform the CPA: the bad
consumer asks for bad contents to be inserted in the cache. The good consumer is configured to
ask a limited range of content to set the cache hit to 100%.

Figure 26: Content poisoning scenario
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In Figure 27 is given a histogram that represents the cache hit of the consumer-side CS and
different curves that represent the CPU usage of the modules (we ignore the producer-side CS
for a better reading). Once all the contents in the range are stored in the cache, the cache hit
reaches 100%. When the CS fully serves the consumers, no more traffic is forwarded to the Name
Router, what explains the 0% CPU usage. Then, the bad consumer starts the cache pollution what
results in a decrease of the cache hit and an increase of the CPU usage of the other modules in
the network. The first report of the cache hit ratio to the manager after the attack does not show
enough difference to appear suspicious (third bar), but the next one shows a drop of the cachehit from 94% to 30%, triggering the verification process. At this moment, the manager asks the
orchestrator to create a Signature Verifier module between the consumer-side CS and the Name
Router. The SV is configured with the public keys of the good producers and to drop any packet
that fails the verification process. Its execution makes the cache hit quickly come back to its normal
value, mitigating the attack. At the end, the bad consumer should stop after repeated timeouts.
Finally, the manager restores the network back to its original state by removing the Signature
Verifier when it does not receive reports of fake Data packets for 10 periods (the report period is
set to 2 seconds).

Figure 27: Cache hit over time under Content Poisoning Attack
In conclusion, we proved that implementing NDN through micro-services make ICN greatly benefit
from the principles of NFV, thus enhancing the performance and security of an NDN network while
allowing to design more efficient topologies. While micro-services with a 1/1 cardinality, also called
“on-path functions” are easy to manage and to deploy in an NFV-fashion, in the opposite, stateful
modules, mainly the Backward Router and the Name Router, are much more difficult to handle
separately while maintaining a consistent network. A good compromise should be not to over-split
the core routing functions while developing all the other ones as micro-services.
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4 Conclusion
This deliverable addresses all the contributions of the Doctor Project that are related to the
implementation of “control-loop” operations for both the performance and security insurance of a
virtualized NDN network. The implementation work we have conducted has enabled us to
especially finalize the role and interaction of our different components and we have provided such
a refined presentation at the beginning of the present document. In a second part, we have
exposed the technical elements which allow MMT components to implement remediations in a
virtualized context on the occurrence of vulnerabilities previously assessed.
We have then presented a correlation engine which is the first component receiving alarms issued
by the different micro-detectors specified, implemented and assessed in Task 2 of the project. This
correlation engine leverages the Bayesian inference to enable the detection of diluted events such
as Content Poisoning Attack (as opposed to straight attacks such as the Interest Flooding one).
Our experimental results have demonstrated the capability of our structure to correlate a real CPA
in an illustrative topology thus providing an accurate source of information for subsequent
orchestration components, and beyond, providing the first design of a monitoring plane for NDN.
Subsequently, orchestration components, acting as the core of the MANO architecture for NDN
have been implemented and we have demonstrated their capability to consider information issued
by the correlation engine and confront them to policies specified with TOSCA to dynamically
enforce some corrective actions that, in case of a security event, aims at bringing the NDN virtual
network back to a normal state. We have illustrated such a use with the capability of our
orchestration chain to (1) dynamically enforce a signature verification on Data packets to check
their correctness, consequently (2) filter those that do not exhibit a consistent signature, and (3)
scale-out the concerned nodes to master they load and avoid any resource exhaustion. As a load
criterion, we have considered the PIT size which is the components which incarnates the stateful
nature of NDN and consequently its bottleneck. Our experimental results have demonstrated the
good capability of the overall system to mitigate CPA under our selected scenario.
Finally, from a performance perspective, we have demonstrated the relevance of a fine-grained
splitting of node into micro-services to enhance the overall performance of NDN. We have
basically separated the NDN node components (CS, PIT and FIB among other dedicated microcomponents) into independent ones and implemented some early orchestration primitives to
control them to reach a performance objective. Our experimental results have demonstrated here
also the promising benefits of such an approach that are, from our perspective, highly relevant for
NDN but also for other standard network functions.
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6 Appendix: Security monitoring topological input file
description
The xml topological file defined here is used globally for the Security Monitoring which is
particularly written for the following components:
• The Attack Graph Engine and its Web application
• The Visualization Framework
• The Scored Attack Paths
• The Remediation
In order to unify all information which permits to capitalize all required data inside one file. The
objective is also to create a unique component named Security Monitoring tool.
The main goal of the XML topology file is to describe the network topology, all hosts and their
network configuration. Each host can have several network interfaces which can be in different
VLAN. The routing and filtering information attached to each host allow computing the network
topology (packet route in the network, filtered packets, position of firewalls…). This information
can be collected automatically by agents on hosts that collect the network interfaces, routing and
firewalling configuration.
Description of all fields (xml tags)
Topo
The <Topo> tag is used by the Attack Graph Engine and its Web Application in order to define
Host Access Control Lists (HACL) for network and interconnectivity configuration.
HACL(host ip source, host ip destination ,protocol , port) contains four fields. The objective of this
HACL permits to define the authorization access from the source to the destination by giving the
protocol and the port. When we want to express all port, we indicate ‘_’.
Example: <hacl>hacl(internet, '192.168.240.200', tcp, 80).</hacl>
This hacl indicates all machines from the Internet can access to the host “192.168.240.200” by
using the protocol tcp and the port 80. We often see it with the web server.
Domains
The <domains> defines all VLANs found on the audited system. This tag is used especially by the
Visualization Framework.
Example:
<domains>
<Servers>172.26.1.1</Servers>
<Internet>Internet</Internet>
<Users>172.26.2.1</Users>
</domains>
We have three VLANs: Servers, Internet, Users.
The VLAN Servers contains one host 172.26.1.1
Machine
All next tags defined in the father Machine tag contain all the attributes related to a machine of the
topology. Each <machine> tag is related to a specific host. This father machine tag is used by the
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Remediation. By way, the algorithm is developed, this information is necessary to compute the
solutions proposed by Remediation tool.
Name
Type: String
Usage: Contains the name of a host
CPE (optional)
Type: String
Usage: Contains the CPE (Common Platform Enumeration) of the OS of the host. It can be used
to find the related vulnerabilities.
Interfaces - Interface
These XML tags contain all the attributes related to an interface of a machine. Each <interface>
tag is related to a specific network interface.
Name
Type: String
Usage: Contains the name of this interface
VLAN - Name (Optional)
Type: String
Usage: Contains the name of the VLAN attached to this interface
VLAN – Label (Optional)
Type: String
Usage: Contains the label of the VLAN attached to this interface
IPaddress
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the IP address of this interface
Directly-Connected – Ipaddress (Optional)
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the IP address of the interfaces that are directly accessible to this interface. If
the VLANs are defined for all the Interfaces of the topology, this information will be computed
automatically.
Routes - Route
These XML tags contain the routing table attached to each host. Each <route> tag contains a
route of the routing table. Each host needs at least a route containing its default gateway
(0.0.0.0/0.0.0.0).
Destination
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the destination network address of the route
Mask
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the network mask of the destination network
Gateway
Type: String
Usage: Contains the IP address of the gateway to take for this route (next hop)
Interface
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the interface of the host to use for this route
Input-Firewall
This XML tag contains the input firewall table attached to each host.
Default-policy
Type: ALLOW/DENY
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Usage: Contains the default policy of the input firewall table, selected if no firewall line match.
Firewall rule (Optional)
This XML tag contains one line of the input firewall table.
Protocol
Type: String: TCP/UDP/ANY
Usage: Contains the network flow protocol to match for this firewall line.
Source IP
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the source network address to match for this firewall line
Source Mask
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the source network mask to match for this firewall line
Source Port
Type: integer or ANY
Usage: Contains the source port to match for this firewall line
Destination IP
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the destination network address to match for this firewall line
Destination Mask
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the destination network mask to match for this firewall line
Destination Port
Type: integer or ANY
Usage: Contains the destination port to match for this firewall line
Action
Type: ACCEPT / DROP
Usage: Contains the action to do if a packet match this firewall line
Output-Firewall
This XML tag contains the output firewall table attached to each host.
Default-policy
Type: ALLOW/DENY
Usage: Contains the default policy of the output firewall table, selected if no firewall line match.
Firewall rule (Optional)
This XML tag contains one line of the output firewall table.
Protocol
Type: String: TCP/UDP/ANY
Usage: Contains the network flow protocol to match for this firewall line.
Source IP
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the source network address to match for this firewall line
Source Mask
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the source network mask to match for this firewall line
Source Port
Type: integer or ANY
Usage: Contains the source port to match for this firewall line
Destination IP
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the destination network address to match for this firewall line
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Destination Mask
Type: IP address (string)
Usage: Contains the destination network mask to match for this firewall line
Destination Port
Type: integer or ANY
Usage: Contains the destination port to match for this firewall line
Action
Type: ACCEPT / DROP
Usage: Contains the action to do if a packet match this firewall line
Example file
<topology>
<topo>
<hacl>hacl(internet, '192.168.240.200', _, _).</hacl>
<hacl>hacl('192.168.240.200', '192.168.240.100', _, _).</hacl>
</topo>
<domains>
<Servers>172.26.1.1</Servers>
<Internet>Internet</Internet>
<Users>172.26.2.1</Users>
</domains>
<machine>
<name>web-server</name>
<cpe>cpe:/</cpe>
<interfaces>
<interface>
<name>eth0</name>
<vlan>
<name>vlan-servers</name>
<label>vlan-servers</label>
</vlan>
<ipaddress>192.168.240.200</ipaddress>
<directly-connected>
<ipaddress>192.168.240.128</ipaddress>
<ipaddress>192.168.240.100</ipaddress>
</directly-connected>
</interface>
</interfaces>
<routes>
<route>
<destination>0.0.0.0</destination>
<mask>0.0.0.0</mask>
<gateway>192.168.240.128</gateway>
<interface>eth0</interface>
</route>
</routes>
<input-firewall>
<default-policy>ALLOW</default-policy>
</input-firewall>
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<output-firewall>
<default-policy>ALLOW</default-policy>
</output-firewall>
</machine>
<machine>
<name>db-server</name>
<cpe>cpe:/</cpe>
<interfaces>
<interface>
<name>eth0</name>
<vlan>
<name>vlan-servers</name>
<label>vlan-servers</label>
</vlan>
<ipaddress>192.168.240.100</ipaddress>
<directly-connected>
<ipaddress>192.168.240.128</ipaddress>
<ipaddress>192.168.240.200</ipaddress>
</directly-connected>
</interface>
</interfaces>
<routes>
<route>
<destination>0.0.0.0</destination>
<mask>0.0.0.0</mask>
<gateway>192.168.240.128</gateway>
<interface>eth0</interface>
</route>
</routes>
<input-firewall>
<default-policy>ALLOW</default-policy>
</input-firewall>
<output-firewall>
<default-policy>ALLOW</default-policy>
</output-firewall>
</machine>
<machine>
<name>firewall</name>
<cpe>cpe:/</cpe>
<interfaces>
<interface>
<name>eth0</name>
<vlan>
<name>vlan-servers</name>
<label>vlan-servers</label>
</vlan>
<ipaddress>192.168.240.128</ipaddress>
<directly-connected>
<ipaddress>192.168.240.100</ipaddress>
<ipaddress>192.168.240.200</ipaddress>
</directly-connected>
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</interface>
<interface>
<name>eth1</name>
<vlan>
<name>internet</name>
<label>internet</label>
</vlan>
<ipaddress>192.168.174.146</ipaddress>
<directly-connected>
<internet/>
</directly-connected>
</interface>
</interfaces>
<routes>
<route>
<destination>192.168.240.1</destination>
<mask>255.255.255.0</mask>
<gateway>192.168.240.128</gateway>
<interface>eth0</interface>
</route>
<route>
<destination>0.0.0.0</destination>
<mask>0.0.0.0</mask>
<gateway>0.0.0.0</gateway>
<interface>eth1</interface>
</route>
</routes>
<input-firewall>
<default-policy>DROP</default-policy>
<firewall-rule>
<protocol>TCP</protocol>
<source-ip>0.0.0.0</source-ip>
<source-mask>0.0.0.0</source-mask>
<source-port>any</source-port>
<destination-ip>192.168.240.200</destination-ip>
<destination-mask>255.255.255.255</destination-mask>
<destination-port>80</destination-port>
<action>ACCEPT</action>
</firewall-rule>
<firewall-rule>
<protocol>TCP</protocol>
<source-ip>0.0.0.0</source-ip>
<source-mask>0.0.0.0</source-mask>
<source-port>any</source-port>
<destination-ip>192.168.240.200</destination-ip>
<destination-mask>255.255.255.255</destination-mask>
<destination-port>443</destination-port>
<action>ACCEPT</action>
</firewall-rule>
</input-firewall>
<output-firewall>
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<default-policy>ALLOW</default-policy>
</output-firewall>
</machine>
</topology>
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